The Tech

WRESTLERS WIN: CAGERS, PUCKSTERS, TANKEN BOWL

By 11-9 On Becker Pin

The varsity wrestling team opened its season successfully with a win over Coe last week. The meet was held at 19th Place. The score was 22-15, with the Engineers scoring five points in the first period and the other ten points in the second period. The Engineers scored the first four points of the meet and the second ten points of the meet. The Engineers won the meet by a score of 22-15.

Trinity Nips Hoosters, 70-68
Hallec, Weber, Vurgun Standouts

Especially a tremendous showing by the "big three" of Fernandez, Gibb Weber, and Larry Hallec. The meet ended with the Engineers winning 10-9. Vurgun had a big day against the Hoosters, scoring 15 points in the meet. Hallec had a big day as well, scoring 10 points in the meet. Weber had a good day as well, scoring 6 points in the meet. Hallec, Weber, and Vurgun were standouts in the meet.

Skaters Lose To Green 8-1 After Even 1st Period

The Beaver hockey team succumbed to a zone defense and a scrappy Trinity team, 70-68, when the game was over after the first period. The score was 8-1 after the first period, with the Engineers scoring in the first minute and the Beavers scoring in the second. The Engineers scored in the third minute of the game, and the Beavers scored in the fourth minute of the game. The score was 8-1 after the first period.
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Drrawn Engrowns
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Trinity pulled ahead on a one-hand pass by We Rostas, with nineteen points, and held on to the lead against the Engineers' collective effort to go, in the third of the game and a tap-in by Godfrey. Coach Rotty Whistler's men even pulled on Trinity's Jelinek and Weber's one-hand, and, from them on, it was a suspenseful game, with both sides trading two-pointers until the halftime buzzer. The score was 56-20.

Hal Becker started a wild match when Tom Callahan and Charley Etch to give the Engineers a four point lead. With coach George Mayerson back on the bench, the Engineers went off the mat in time for the match to break up but lost his match by majority independence.

The Beaver hockey team succumbed to the Big Green of Dartmouth in their second and third periods to give the Engineers a 4-3 victory. Conditions and more practice was the principal difference between the two teams. The Engineers played Dartmouth for the first period and the score was tied 1-1 at the beginning of the second period. Dartmouth scored four times in this period and three tallies in the third period while Tech was penalized by George Russell, All New England goals last year and probably the best goal tender Tech will face during the season.

Dartmouth scored at 3:40 of the first period. Minutes later John Sullivan broke through the Dartmouth defense but his shot missed by inches as it ricocheted off the net supports. At 14:45 Gutkowska 56 battled in a full-length one-on-one. Both Galless and Harold Wells '56 got on goal at the net. The knot scored the first 1-1 and Tech played Dartmouth for the rest of the period.

Tech played Dartmouth for the rest of the period and scored four goals. Tech was noticeably slowing down. Roundabout skating, threading and looking around most of the period and a minor scoop occurred at the end of the period. Dartmouth scored early in the third quarter and made the score 6-1. At the Beaver game, Dartmouth controlled tremendous pressure throughout the game and kept the puck around the Tech net for a hectic minute during which goalie Sandy Atkins 56 made six sensational saves.

Sandy Atkins and Harold Wells were standouts for Tech.

GIFT SUGGESTIONS AT THE Technology Store

PIPS—PIPE RACKS AND SMOKING ACCESSORIES
FOUNTAIN AND BALL POINT PENS AND SETS
ELECTRIC GAMES AND PLAYING CARDS
WOMEN'S COSMETIC SETS AND FURRIES
MEN'S SHAVE LOTIONS, TACUMINS AND SETS
CANDY—FOOD BOXES—IMPORTED COOKIES
GIFT BOXED STATIONERY FOR MEN AND WOMEN
WOMEN'S JEWELRY
MEN'S JEWELRY
HIGHBALL, OLD FASHION, COCKTAIL AND SHOT GLASSES WITH M.I.T. INSIGNIA
RADIO—TOASTERS—COFFEE MAKERS—IRONS—GRILLIRES
MIXERS—FRYERS—LAMPS
BILLFOLDS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

BUILD YOUR PATRONAGE REFUND
SHOP AT THE TECHNOLOGY STORE

ENGINEERING

Seniors
Graduate Students

PHYSICS
AERODYNAMICS
MECHANICAL ENG.

AIRESCHOOL
Mfg. Co., A Division of the Garrett Corporation

Los Angeles & Phoenix

WILL BE ON CAMPUS DECEMBER 13th AND 14th INTERVIEWING FOR POSTGRADUATE ENGINEERING POSITIONS. CONTACT THE PLACEMENT BUREAU FOR APPOINTMENTS.